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The Institute 

2 The I nstitu te for Road Safety 
3 Research SWOV was founded )n 

1962. Its object is, on the basis of 
5 scientific research, to supply the 

authorities with data for measures 
6 aiming at promotflg road safety. 

This information obtained from this 
10 scientific resea rch is disseminated 

by SWOV, either as individual publi
cations, or as articles in periodicals 

12 or via other communication media. 
SWOV's Board of Governors consists 

16 of representatives of various Minis
ries, of industry and leading institu-

17 tions. 

This brochure, compiled by the 
Information Department SWOV is 
based on the 1982 issues of the 
quarterly information bulletin 'SWOV
schrift', dealing with SWOV's most 
important activities. Thus, this 
brochure provides no complete sur
vey of the publications but gives a 
satisfactory idea about the institute's 
work . 

The Bureau is managed by 
Prof. E.Asmussen, Director. 
Its departments include Research 
Coordination, Research Services, 
Pre-crash Research, Crash and 
Post-crash Research, Methods and 
Techniques and Information and 
Scientific Editing . 

SWOV's address is : 
All photographs'. Studio Verkoren, 
The Hague . 
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Duindoorn 32, 2262 AR Leidschendam 
(in the Leidsenhage Shopping Centre). 
Public transport facilities from Central 
Station, The Hague and Mariahoeve 
Station'. No .6 tram route . 
Postal address'. 
P.O.Box 170, 2260 AD Leidschendam , 
The Netherlands. 
Telephone international 3170209323 · 

A list of publications, reports and 
articles can be obtained from the 
Information and Scientific Editing 
Department, which will also furnish 
further information. 

If not on our mailing list please let us 
know. 
Institute for Road Safety Research 
SWOV 
P.O.Box 170 2260 AD Leidschendam 
The Netherlands . 



Prof.E.Asmussen 
Director Institute for 
Road Safety Research SWOV 

Introduction 

In 1982 in the Netherlands 1710 
persons were killed in traffic acci
dents. We have to look back as far as 
1959 to find a comparable figure 
(1718). However, it has to be taken 
into consideration that in 1959 there 
were less than half a mi lion passen
ger cars in use, while the corres
ponding figure for 1982 was about 
4.6 million. 

Which are the factors (in so far as 
they can be determined) bringing 
about this decline? There is certainly 
a relationship with the economic re
cession, which manifested itself also 
in the Netherlands in the last years . 
The mileage covered by cars de
creased and the driving behaviour of 
car drivers seems to be calmer, most 
probably due to financial considera 
tion. These factors coIncide with 
positive effects of a plurality of 
(sometimes small-scale) measures 
in the field of traffic engineering, with 
a slow change of the age groups of 
population, causing a decrease in the 
share of inexperienced traffic partici
pants, while on the other hand an 
increase in the share of experienced 
ones . The decline in the number of 
traffic casualties could stop in case 
of the recovery of economy in 
combination with a steady increase in 
the aged groups of population . There 
are already signs indicating the sta -

bilisation of the number of traffic 
casualties. 

Changing circumstances 

Most probably, the future will bring 
about changed social circumstances, 
which may have an influence on 
traffic safety. 
The increase in the number of un
employed persons and shorter 
working times will lead to a modified 
pattern of activities which, in turn, 
will affect travel habits and the choice 
of transport means and routes. The 
relatively higher mileage costs of 
passenger cars will not be without 
consequence to the driving behaviour 
of car drivers. In general, the de
velopment of calmer and more homo 
geneous traffic can be expected, 
whereby passenger cars become 
more and more economical at high 
speeds and less economical at lower 
ones. 
Consequently, the incentive to drive 
at lower speeds within built-up areas 
will be relatively weakened, while the 
average driving speed outside of 
built-up areas will increase . There will 
be no further growth in long-distance 
passenger car traffic,' it might even 
be reduced . Lorries will be made 
larger, heavier, there will be a further 
expansion of road transport, most 
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certainly involving new traffic safety 
problems, e.g . unexpected queue 
forming on motorways, where 
passenger cars, designed with con
tinually lower weight, will always be 
the more vulnerable party in 
collisions with heavier lorries, driving 
in ever increasing numbers. 
General problems of traffic safety and 
environment will especially occur on 
the access roads to larger urban 
areas. This phenomenon will still 
more be enhanced by the ever 
growing large-scale urbanisation . 
All these factors will make new 
demands on the fight on behalf of 
traffic safety. New means will have to 
be applied in order to influence 
human behaviour in a way to improve 
traffic safety. The micro-processor 
opens up new and quite unexpected 
modes to achieve a better control 
over traffic -safety affecting factors. 
Of course the improvements have to 
be achieved without any damage to 
other functions of public spaces (for 
example dwelling), which unfortunate 
ly happens all too often nowadays . 
'Better' in this context also involves 
the detection of faults in the transport 
and traffic system before they may 
lead to accidents . In these activities 
communication processes play an 
important role : the communication 
between road designers , policy 
makers and traffic participants , 

I 
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furthermore mutual communication 
between traffic participants. It seems 
a useful idea to integrate knowledge 
based on communication theory into 
knowledge concerning traffic-safety 
research. The important thing is that 
'a person on the road should know 
what an other person knows about 
his intentions'. The cyclist must not 
only anticipate that the lorry driver 
will make a turn to the right; he also 
must be sure that the lorry driver 
sees him along the lorry and that he 
recognises the cyclist's intention to 
make a right turn. 

An undiVlded whole 

The future will demand a more inte
grated approach to the fight for traffic 
safety. The problems in this field are 
mainly caused by the generally 
complicated interrelationship between 
cause and consequence. The time for 
relatively simple 'wide-range' mea 
sures (seat belts, crash helmets) is 
gone. The fight against isolated prob
lems proves to be continually less 
affective. Medicine, behavioural 
science, planology, traffic engineer 
ing, traffic control, education and 
legislation should all form a part of an 
integrated approach to solve the 
problems, including an adjustment of 
theories to practice . The complex 

character of problems increases the 
risk of taking wrong policy measures. 
It still happens that the 'do'-persons 
realise processes without any 
previous consultation with theoreti
cians. Measures taken without due 
consideration may cause severe 
faults. It has to be taken into account 
that theory and practice form an un
div'lsib>1e whole. Practical knowledge 
is based on theoretica l knowledge, 
each solution brought about by the 
'do'-persons has its origin in a theory, 
while theoretical knowledge, in turn, 
is based on and improved by 
practice. In future this irlterpiay 
shoud be utilised to a far extent in 
order to successfully overcome the 
growing complexity of the problems. 

Prof EAsmussen 
Director of SWOV 



Development of traffic safety in the Netherlands 

A decrease from 1806 killed persons 
to 1710, from 53,504 injured persons 
to 12,213: these are the figures 
characterising the year 1982 as 
compared to 1981. Such a gratlfying 
decline in the number of traffic 
casualties can be observed in many 
countries. In this respect the inter
national reputation of the Netherlands 
is not unfavourable . The difference 
between the Netherlands and other 
countries of relatively high traffic 
safety, like Great Britain and 
Denmark, decreased considerably in 
the last years. 

In spite of this positive trend, traffic is 
still very risky and dangerous for 
some age groups. Thus, nearly 50% 
of all fatalities occur in the age 
groups of 15-20 years old, while the 
corresponding share of the 20-25 
years old and that of the 5-1 5 years 
old is about 33%. Even in 1982, the 
traffic death rate of persons above 65 
and to a lesser extent of those 
between 15 and 25, was disproportio 
nate�y higher than the death rate of 
other age categories . 
Lately it became possible to make 
appropriate use of data concern illlg 
traffic casualties , who had been 
hospitalised . In some aspects it 
seems that the distribution of iniured 
persons as regards age and mode of 
traffic considerably differs from that 

of persons killed in traffic. Thus, e.g. 
the share of moped riders in the total I 
number of hospitalised persons is 
higher than their corresponding share 
in the total number of traffic fatalities. 
As regards aged persons, the situa
tion is iust the other way round, 
which proves their higher lethal ity 
(the relationship between the number 
of killed persons and the total 
number of casualties : dead + injured 
persons). 

The indicated decline in the number 
of traffic casualties could be ob
served in nearly all modes of trans
port, being the most remarkable for 
moped riders. However, in view of the 
continually decreasing use of 
mopeds this is not very surprising . 
The situation is totally different as 
regards other vulnerable categories 
of two-wheelers. Motorcycle and 
bicycle become more and more 
popular: There is no decrease in the 
number of casualties as regards 
motorcyclists. In the case of cyclists 
even a slight increase COuld be 
observed . 
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Traffic safety in residential areas in the focus of interest 

In the Netherlands there is a nearly 
traditional interest in traffic safety in 
residential areas. On many places 
experiments are being carried out 
with measures intended for excluding 
through-going traffic and for reducing 
driving speeds of motorised traffic 
effectively in such areas. 

National Traffic Safety Congress 

In the last year there was special 
interest in this problem in connection 
with the Nat~nal Traffic Safety 
Congress (NVVC), at which it formed 
the central object of discussions. The 
NVCC is a biannual congress initiated 
and organised by the Royal Dutch 
Tourist Club ANWB and SWOV. 
It was for the ~st 'me that town 
planners played a dominating part at 
the NWC. However, the formu ation 
of Congress recommendations 
showed qule clearly that cooperation 
between var'bus groups of experts is 
still a rather cumbersome job . 
It was gratlying to observe that the 
approach to influence traffic be 
haviour on the basis of an ideal 
human image, separatel~ from specif 
I'C traffic situat ~ns , lost from 'ts m
portance a nd was replaced by a 
mode of approach via a coherent 
packet of measures on in" ra -
structural, controlling and educative 
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level. Such ideas stimulate mutual 
and reciprocal agreements between 
designers, traffic and behavioural ex
perts and the authorities taking and 
controlling measures. Traffic educa
tion is given an Important role. lhe 
Minister of Transport and Waterways 
was present at the congress and took 
part in the discuss,'bns in order to 
support the m iAistry's endeavour for 
more and better traffic education in 
schools. 
Considerable attention was given at 
the congress to a better arrangement 
of the participation of the population 
in traffic safety planning. 
The exchange of knowledge and ex
perience was promoted at the con
gress by a 'Market of Ideas' with the 
participation short sketches 0 f the 
problems, measures taken and their 
effects. 

lhe programme item 'Traffic safety in 
residential areas' was sub -divided in 
eight sub-Items, which were dealt 
with in separate sessions. The con 
c�usions arrived at were then dis 
cussed jointly by all congress parti 
cipants and after due amendments 
they were summar'lsed ~to recom 
mendatlons . Although the term 'resi
dent'el area' is commonly used, the 
town planners lalJlrthed a rather hot 
diSCUSSion about the q ues,~'on : what 
exac _y 'Is a resl'dential area . 

Among others, the majority of the 
congress came to following con
clusions: 
- Towns and villages have an impor 
tant residential function. Therefore, it 
is wrong to determine special, geo
graphically delineated spaces, where 
people can stay. A road can only be 
designated as a major road when a 
distributing function is indispensable 
and where the slow traffic 'Is safely 
protected . 
- Various measures have to be taken 
if other uses of the roads are given 
priority over through-going motorised 
traffic. The final aim of measures has 
to be established and a~"cepted by 
the involved persons before the (re)
construction of the road . The ex 
pected results have to be clearly 
known or evaluated beforehand . After 
the implementation of rules it has to 
be checked, whether the effects 
aimed at have been realised . 
- The choice of route and traffic be 
haviour can best be I'nfluenced by 
traffic-technical measures, adjusted 
to the possibilities and limitations of 
the traffic participants . In this respect 
information and education play an 
important role . 
Traffic training should be included in 
the curriculum of higher education . 

The congress avoided dl'scussions 
over the conceptions of subjective 
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and objective traffic safety. Re
pression of accidents and of the 
menace involved in them were de
scribed as objects of traffic policy. 
In research the results of accident 
analyses, investigations in the field of 
traffic engineering, behavioural and 
experience aspects have to be used 
in combination with one another. 
Initiatives of the 'neighbourhood' and 
interested groups are indispensable 
for making safer a given area. 

Planning and consultation with the in
terested persons can best be carried 
out on the basis of a 'contract', com
prising all the means, scope and 
rules of the 'game' . Authorities should 
provide a special budget for this pur
pose and determine the distribution 
of available financial means. The con
gress made recommendations for 
a traffic -safety telephone or con
sulting hour system (which already 
functions in the Netherlands) v.1th an 
extended authorisation to handle 
complaints and suggestions. This 
policy should be supported by an 
official coordinating body. A regonal 
authority for traffic safety (already 
functioning in some provinces in the 
Netherlands) is given the ~portant 
task of acting as a coordinating and 
consulting body for institutions and 
organisations operating in the ~'eld of 
traffic safety in a given region . 
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A complete description of con
clusions drawn by the congress, in
cluding explanatory notes, was sent 
to all institutions involved in some 
way with traffic safety. In the near 
future they will be asked for their 
opinion to which extent the congress 
conclusions had any effect on their 
policy. 

Summarised knowledge concerning 
traffic safety in residential areas 

On the occasion of the National 
Traffic Congress in 1982, SWOV 
published a report for the preparation 
of the Congress . 
This report states the situation of 
traffic safety within 'built-up areas and 
its development in the last years. 
Among other things, the report points 
out that nearly three times more 
persons are killed among participants 
in slow traffic than in passenger cars · 
In the first place, the share of 
children and aged persons is ex
treme! y h·lgh . In additi on, these are 
the age categon'es determining traffic 
in residential streets on account of 
thei r restricted action radius . For 
example, ct-ild ren spend about 70% 
of theiroutdoa time in their own 
residential area · 
The investigaflons )n residential areas 
a re hindered by conventional 

methods which quite often are not 
enough effective. The conflict obser
vation technique which is also dis
cussed on page 18 is not yet refined 
sufficiently. There are initiatives for 
detecting unsafe situations in a 
district by setting up enquiries among 
the population. However, the value of 
such enquiry results is not yet known. 
For example, an enquiry" Eindhoven 
indicated unsafe places, which dif
fered from those revealed by acci
dent analyses in the same area. 
Neverthe less, enquiries may give 
some ideas about the fee I1ngs of the 
populatlon w'lth regard to traffic . 

A major part of the report deals with 
measures implemented in residential 
areas and with their effect on traffic 
safety. Among the subiects dlscussed 
there a re b~d streets, 'looping' 
streets , streets with one-way traffic, 
'woonerven' (reSidential yards), road 
humps, park"g fadit~s and special 
provisions for pedestrians and 
cycl'ists. 
Thus , mainly infra-structural and 
'physical ' measures are emphasised . 
Such measures are more apt to re
duce the number of accidents be 
tween slow traffic and motorised 
traffic than just traffic rules intended 
to control driving behaviou r (e.g . a 30 
km/hr speed limit) . Measures in
clud'lrlg traffic education and informa -



tion can most certainly improve the 
correct use of traffic provisions . As 
drawbacks of infra-structural 
measures the report mentions ex
penses, which in many cases are 
high, the difficulty of realising some 
plans, due to lack of space, problems 
with parking, negative effects caused 
by the complicated accessibility to 
some locations. Finally the report 
deals with municipal safety policy 
and the coordination of policies on a 
municipal, regional and national level. 

Interesting experiments in 
Eindhoven and Rijswijk 

An intereshng experiment in the 
Netherlands is a demonstration 
project: 'Restructuring and re
designing of urban areas'. In the 
Netherlands in two towns: Eindhoven 
and Rijswijk, districts have been 
chosen, where large-scale experi
ments are being carried out with 
regard to traffic engineering 
measures in order to improve traffic 
safety and 'livability' . The most im
portant goal of the investigation is to 
establish through measurements the 
effects of redesigning prior to and 
after the implementation of measures 
and to compare the differences in 
effectiveness between three packets 
of measures. The investigation aims 

at assessing effects on traffic circu
lation, (the experience of) traffic safe
ty (environment and social-economic 
factors. SWOV is engaged in the 
study of traffic-safety effects and 
works on finalising the investigation . 
Last year was concluded the 'pre' 
investigation consisting of various 
types of investigatons. '" addition to 
an 'evaluation' investigan>n, endea
vours were made to develop 
instruments for 'measuring' traffic 
behaviour. Furthermore, attention was 
given to the development of new in
vestigatl'on methods and to g"'e 
answer to specifc questions. A result 
of this is, that '., the post-period of 
investigation not the same hvestiga
tion programme had to be carried out 
as in the pre'minary per'bd . 
The concept 'subject"'e fraffic safety' 
(or 'experiencing traffic safety') has 
been operationalised '" various part
investigations. fI addition, in the des
cription of investigation results some 
relationships with traffic behaviour 
have been indicated . A further dis
cussion between policy-making and 
investigating bodies over the concept 
'subjective traffic safe'.,,' could result 
in a generally acceptable ope rationa -
lisatlon . 

The aim of traffic -safety investigation 
was to answer the questions of 
authorities . However. It was not 

possllle to delineate an investigation 
scope, wh't!:h would exactly corres
pond to the policy questions. Both 
practical problems (time, money, 
manpower, coordinatl'on) and the un
known c ~ racter of such kinds of in
vestigations played a part here. 
Consequently, no answer could be 
given to some policy questions. In the 
evaluation this aspect will be dealt 
with in detail. 

Finally, the following remarks should 
be made. In planning the demonstra
tion project mainly the residential 
areas have been emphasised, while 
in the formulation of definitive mea
sures more attention was paid to the 
major traffic roads. 
The sphere of interest was widened 
by some investigation results . On 
being questioned about dangerous 
locations, the inhabitants of the 
demonstration areas, not only in
dicated places in areas where per
sons, as a rule, are dwelling, but also 
traffic roads as well. From this it 
could be inferred that people also 
include traffic roads I'n thel'r resi 
dentia� area . It can also be observed 
that based on the chosen division', 
residential areas and traffic roads , 
th~ majority of accidents involving I'n 
junes or killing people was found to 
occur on traffic roads . 
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The bicycle: popular aloo vul nerable 

We shall not surprise anybody by 
saying that cycltng is very popular in 
the Netherands. 11 million persons 
of a population of 14 million are us''tlg 
the bike. 1200 to 1300 km are 
covered by btyc le annually. The po
pularity of the b~ycle is again rising 
in the last years. However, this in
volves a problem: the vulnerability of 
the cyclist as traffic participant. Ade
quate measures have to be taken, if 
we wish to prevent unwanted trends 
in the safety of the cyclist. 

Various policy reports already in
dicated the necessity of more scien
tific information, on which such 
measures can be based. In view of 
the Signalled trends, SWOV set itself 
the task to provide more information 
on this subject . In the first place a 
report was made, which, in addition 
to a literature survey concerning the 
cyclists' traffic safety within built-up 
areas, also contained a plan of an in
vestigation for filling up the gaps in 
knowledge in this field. No unambig
uous conclusions can be drawn from 
the literature survey, but nevertheless 
it is useful for the forming of hypo
theses, which can serve as points of 
departure for the investigation to be 
carried out. The scope of investiga
tion was divided into phases. In the 
first place it has to be found out, to 
what extent (if at all) there are dif-
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ferences in the safety of cyclists and 
moped rtders. making use of roads 
with separate cycle paths, with cycle 
lanes and In the safety of those who 
ride on roads without such special 
provisions. 
The second phase should comprise 
the search for connections between 
the number of accidents per unit of 
length of a road sector and the inten
sities of traffic In the said sector. The 
object of the third phase Is to com
pare the accident characteristics re
lated to the indicated three road 
categories: the type of accident, the 
seriousness of the accident and the 
conditions under which it occurred. 
Finally, data will be collected in order 
to establish possible relationships 
between the occurence of accidents 
and local road characteristics. 

Separate traffic light for the cyclist 
and moped rider may hlt!~ 

It is possible to include a separate 
phase in the traffic light control for 
the cyclist and moped rider. Such 
extra phase permits these t raffic 
participants to pass through the inter
section without being hindered by 
motor vehicles turning ~ff. 
SWOV investigated the consequence 
of such 'conflict-free' phase for traffic 
safety in case it will be realised on 

intersections with protected bicycle 
lanes . It was found that while less 
colliSions occurred with cars turning 
off, the number of collisions with 
crossing cars increased. However, the 
final effect of the conflict-free phase 
on traffic safety is certainly a positive 
one, mainly due to the reduced num 
ber of collisions with turning-off 
lorries . It is just the colliSion with a 
lorry, which has the gravest con
sequences for cyclists and moped 
riders. 
The increase in the number of 
collisions with crossing cars is most 
probably caused by the longer 
waiting times involved in the conflict
free phase . longer waiting times in
crease the chance that the red light 
Will be more frequently ignored. Acci 
dents implicating crossing traffic are 
in such a situation always caused by 
red-light offences . Such offences 
could be eliminated to some extent 
by giving the cyclist (moped rider) 
several times per cycle, the green 
light for very short periods of time , 

The positive effect of the use of 
reflectors on bicycles 

Apparently the compulsory use of a 
red rear reflector and of reflecting 
pedals on bicycles will have a bene
ficial effect on traffic safety. 



The first analysis of accident data 
referring to 1978 (the year preceding 
the implementation of the measure) 
and of data referring to 1980, prove 
that the number of traffic casualties 
(dead + hospitalised people) was re 
duced by 60-80 in the last year. In 
case of taking into consideration the 
accident data of 1977 , tie co Ites
ponding figures will vary between 30 
and 95. The exact number of killed 
and gravely injured persons cannot 
be determined. 
These findings concerning the effects 
of such a measure are In agreement 
with the expectations formulated by 
SWOV in 1973. 
There are also indications suggesting 
that the effectiveness of reflec'brs I'n
creases at the rate at which the con -
dltions of lighting become more un 
favourable, both as regards the pub 
�ic lighting system and that of the 
bicycle . 

These positive indications are based 
on an accident analysis. Of course, 
the effects of reflectors cannot be 
derived from a simple comparison 
between the number of casualties h 
the years preceding the implementa
tion of the measure and in the years 
thereafter. In this period traffic 
safety could also have been affected 
by other factors : increase or de 
crease in traffic intensity and other 

(safety) measures, for example. For 
th"lS reason a dl~tinction was made 
between the types of accidents, 
which m'ght have been affected by 
the presence of the reflector and a ll 
other types of accidents. To the first 
category belong accidents, which 
occurred 'h twil'~ht or In the dark and 
in which the bicycle was hit from the 
rear. These data then have been re
lated to the trend of other accidents 
involving cyclists in this period. In th ~ 
manner other factors, which could 
have affected traffic safety, could be 
eliminated as far as possible. 
In the near future, SWOV wi 11 carry 
out a more detai led analysis, which 
will provide more def'trlitive f'~ures. 
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New trends co ncerni ng the collision phase 
of the acci dent process 

In the last decade important progress 
was made w th regard to the protec
tion of car passengers against the 
consequence of accidents; seat belts 
in combination with crush zones, un
deformable passenger compartments 
and interiors, more safe in view of 
collisions, have shown positc've 
effects on traffic safety. 
In the last years there is an eve'r 
growing interest in lmiting the con
sequences of collisions with cars for 
other road users, ma'~ly cyclists and 
pedestrians . 
This trend becomes eVident from the 
work of the EEVC, the European 
Experimental Vehcle Committee. 
Following an invitation of and in order 
to support the Department of Road 
Transport RDW, SWOV takes part in 
various working groups of this com 
mittee. In 1982 one of these groups 
made a report on the injuries caused 
by collisions between pedestrians 
and passenger cars. This report, in 
which the collision safety of 
passenger cars was studied 
separately I'n relation to certain 
groups of road users, was not con 
sidered as very effective, neither by 
RDW no r by SWOV. Since long both 
bodies advocate an integrated 
approach to this problem. It should 
be eVident that solutions which are 
satisfactory for pedestrians w9uld not 
have the same favourable effect for 
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cyclists and moped ride rs. According 
to the aforement bned report, pedes
trians mostly come into a sharp 
contact with the front part 0 f the car, 
w Ille cyclists may coli ide with a car 
from the side or from the back as 
well. In add'1I!ion, the bicycle sf l\.Jcture 
itself may aggravate the i Iluries . 
Thus, it seems possible that the 
situation as regards cyclists could be, 
at least partly, improved by modifying 
the bicycle structure. It I'S pleasant 
that EEVC entrusted SWOV and RDW 
with the chairmanship and the secre
tariat of a group, which will have to 
deal with collisions between cyclists 
and cars. In this work, of course, the 
findings discussed in the 'pedestn'an' 
report (to which SWOV made a con 
siderab�e contribution) will have to be 
taken into consideration. 

Accidents on the road shoulder 
remain a problem 

A wide -range project of SWOV is the 
investigation 'Road -shoulder lay -out' • 
aimed at establishing the general 
basic criteria . Until lately the investi 
gahon was mainly concentrated on 
road shoulders of motorways. How 
ever. in view of the favourable acci 
dent record of motorways (the safest 
road category!) the focus was shifted 
to other road categories In the last 

years. This, however, required extra 
investigations. Thus, it had to be 
found out, which factors are impor
tant (and to what extent) for the con
struction 6f road shoulders, further
more what is the mutual relationship 
of such factors. In order to localise 
the scope of the problems, it is also 
necessary to establish a relationship 
between the accident data and the 
car mileage, the number of ca' lS and 
occurence of obstacles. 
For a start, the report 'Road -shoulder 
accidents' was published in 1982. 
This report revealed some remarkable 
issues. 
In the 1971-1980 period the number 
of lethal traffic accidents decreased 
by 36%. However, the dec t~e 
of lethal accidents involving 
collisions between vehic les and a 
'rigid object' on the road shoUlk:ier, 
was not more than 8%! Mo re than 
50% of the 'rigid objects ' were trees, 
while 12% consisted of lighting 
columns and 8% of piles (standards) . 
In the same period. the number of 
single vehic le accide Ils with lethal 
outcome decreased by nearly 50% to 
103 in 1980. There are accidents, 
whereby a vehicle crashes without 
colliding with a person, wi Ih a n othe'r 
vehicle (jr with an object , for examp le 
a vehicle turnflg over or driving into 
a ditch . The ma".ki>r part o'f such acc i
dents takes p ace on the road 



shoulder. Thus, the 'rigid object' -
accidents form a rather conspicuous 
group, which cannot be included into 
the general trend of distinctly de
creasing accident figures. 
Furthermore, it becomes evident that 
the lethality (the proportion between 
the number of deads and the number 
of victims - dead and injured 
persons) is relatively high in road 
shoulder accidents. 

New type of protective device for 
road obstacles 

A driver getting off from the motorway 
with his car must have sufficient and 
safe means at his disposal, to be 
able to stop on the road shoulder. 
However, dangerous obstacles may 
gravely affect the outcome of such 
manoeuvres. 
Obstacles, on account of their rigid 
character, may cause seve le damage 
to the car.As examples of sim'lar 
structures bridge piers, objects in 
gore areas and legs of road sign 
supports can be mentioned. The 
major part of such structures is 
immobie . 
There a le already diverse protective 
deVices for dangerous obstacles, 
which howeve r are either inadequate 
or much too ex s:ensive . lhis 
p IOmpted Rijkswaterstaat to e rtrust 

SWOV with the planning and testing 
of a new protective device for such 
obstacles . The result of this assign
ment, the so-called RIMOS, was intro
duced the last year. 
This structure is capable to bring 
both passenger cars and yans to a 
halt, in such a manner, that the 
passengers, wearing a seat belt, will 
pull through the accident with incon
siderable injury or no injUry at all. 
This applies both to collisions with 
the front of the RIMOS and with its 
side. In the first case RIMOS absorbs 
the energy of collision in the follOWing 
way. The structure (see figure on 
page 14) is composed of various 
interconnected box elements. Each of 
these elements comprises a number 
of socalled crumple tubes (like 
aluminium stove pipes) . 
In case of a frontal collision, these 
tubes will crumple in longitudinal 
direction to at most 20% of their ori
ginal length. The upper and lower 
plates of the box element are so pre 
pared that under an impact they Will 
be double-folded outwards. In tr tls 
way the entire structure will be 
gradually compressed , thereby 
absorbing collision energy. To en -
sure that the process can take place 
smoothly the RIMOS is mounted on 
small wheels, excepting its lear part, 
where the structure is anchored . In 
case of a frontal collision the nose 

segment of the structure will adjust 
to the shape of the car. The nose is 
deformed at first, whereafter the box 
elements do their work in succession. 
At apposite sides of the box elements 
there are fitted short sections of 
guard rail in overlapping arrange
ment. During a frontal collision, these 
flank sections slip backwards and 
over one another .In case of a lateral 
collision the flank sections operate 
Similarly to a conventional guard rail 
construction, the entire structure will 
slightly bend in axial direction, there
by changing the direction of motion 
of the car and guiding it. In order to 
prevent that in such a collision the 
RIMOS should be completely pushed 
away, the structure Is not only 
anchored at its back but (at least 
crosswise) at its front as well. For this 
purpose the foremost legs are intro 
duced (over a distance of about 
1 meter) in a guiding rail. Due to 
such arrangement, in case of a 
frontal collision the legs will glide 
out from the guiding rail in longitu
dinal direction, while they wi I stay in 
heir place in lateral colliSions. 
A large part of lateral rigloity of the 
structure IS provided by the box ele -
ments .Due to prehimnary deforma
tons, they can easily be double
foulded in the longitudinal direction . 
Under axial loads RIMOS IS capable 
of absorbing conside I9.ble forces . 
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The RIMOB has been thoroughly 
tested on the collision test track of 
the Research Institute for Road 
Vehicles TNO. It was found that the 
tested structure works in a satis
factory manner under various impact 
angles. Vehicles with a weight of 
about 1500 kg could be safely 
stopped in frontal collisions at 
speeds up to 100 km/hr. On colli
sions at the nose, but outside of 
RIMOB's central axis, the vehicles 
were turned about their axis in such 
a way that there is a danger of their 
coming partly to a halt on the road. 
By varying the thickness and the 
number of tubes and the number of 
segments, it is possible to 'pro
gramme' the RIMOB according to 
diverse traffic situations. Such 
programming can be carried out with 
help of a computer at fairly low 
expenses. 

Head rests he'1p moderately 

Head rests in passenger cars have 
a modest but nevertheless positive 
effect on traffic safety. This conclu
sion is stated in an advisory report 
compiled by SWOV on behalf of the 
Department of Road Transport RDW 
and the Road Safety Directorate DVV 
both of the Ministry of Transport and 
Waterways . 

Head rests have to do their work in 
collisions from the rear. In the rear 
part passenger cars have a relatively 
large crush zone far from the seat of 
the driver. Furthermore, in such type 
of collisions, the speed differences 
are mostly rather low. This can be 
concluded from a SWOV accident in
vestigation, including the examination 
of more than 8000 accident-involved 
passenger cars, with regard to the 
injury data of the car occupants. The 
investigation proved that collisions 
from the rear, in contrast with frontal 
or lateral collisions, are not causing 
serious injuries. Fairly frequently 
occurring injuries are the 'whiplash' 
injuries, involving a dislocation or 
spraining of the neck vertebrae. How
ever, such injuries are as a rule not 
very serious and not endangering the 
life of the injured person; neverthe
less, they are troublesome and 
moderately painful. Whiplash injuries 
may cause long-term complaints. It is 
interesting that such sort of injuries is 
less often caused in collisions from 
the rear than in frontal or lateral col
lisions, where the head rest gives no 
protection at all. This is also a proof 
of the relatively light characte r of 
collisions from the rear· 
It could be proved that the head rest 
is capable of reducing the risk of 
such injuries by about 25% . 
Due to their generally light cha racter 

such injuries have only an incon
siderable effect on the total injury 
pattern of collisions from the rear. 
But, of course, the car occupant can 
be helped by the head rest. 

The applied practical data, however, 
are already some years old. The head 
rest enjoys greater popularity at 
present, perhaps due to the working 
of up-to-date head rests being more 
expedient. The modern head rest may 
have a more favourable effect on the 
outcome of the collision. It seems 
advisable to check the accuracy of 
the present conclusions in due 
course with a new investigation. The 
advisory report ends with a re
commendation to set up new regula 
tions for head rests in order to 
establish an integrated arrangement 
of the car occupants seating. Seat, 
seat back, head rest, seat belts and 
the fastening of the seat to the floor 
of the car must be regarded as a 
whole and designed and tested as 
such. 
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A possibte solution agailrlSt wind disturbance 

In our flat coun'try, abounding in 
water, the unpleasant effects of 
cross-wind mani test themselves quite 
often in road traffic, mainly on roads 
on a higher level, such as dikes, 
dams, bridges. Wind gushes unlm
peded and with increasing force at 
greater, unprotected heights. 
The wind force is shll more increased 
by the air currents, driven up against 
the dike or the dam. Under such 
circumstances it is rather difficult to 
keep a car on the right track. The 
situation can still be aggravated by 
sudden and unexpected changes in 
the speed and direction of wind 
gushes . This can happen when a 
smaller car is temporarily shielded 
from the wind by a passing bus or 
lorry and then suddenly it is exposed 
to the 'bow wave' arising in the wake 
of la rge vehicles. Constructions along 
the road, like the piles of sluice gates 
on dams, can also temporarily shield 
vehicles from the wind. In case such 
structures are placed at regular dis
tances from one another and the car 
driver has no chance to correct the 
car's deviation in the intervals, the 
effect of a new disturbance Will be 
added to the rest of the previou s one, 
thus it will be reinforced . Under such 
circumstances the Change of the 
course of the car may become quite 
I'rrepa rable within a very short time. 
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SWOV has been assigned by Rijks
waterstaat to make an advisory report 
on wind-caused disturbances. This 
report contains, in addition to a prob
lem analysis, a series of possible 
solutions. A promising solution seems 
to be a partly-permeable screen to 
brake the wind and to change the 
windprofile for westerly winds . 
Furthermore, the report proposes a 
project for studying road situations 
with regard to possible wind distur
bances already in the planning phase 
of roads. 

There are various ways of approach 
to this problem . The most simple 
solution is to place warning signs and 
wind bags. In addition, the road lane 
borders can be provided with special 
markings, by which the drivers can 
easily and in time perceive the devia 
tions of the car. Another possibility 
would be to provide sufficient space 
for correcting the deviations . 
Furthermore, there is the solution at 
present applied to the Moerdijk
bridge. There advisory speed signals 
are given, when force and direction of 
wind become critical. 
All the aforementioned possibilities 
shift the responsibility, at least partly, 
to the road user. This responsibility 
can be reduced by partly-permeable 
screens along the road , which have 
to be constructed in a way to drive 

part of the wind current over the top 
and a part of it through the screen. 
A closed screen would only permit 
the passage of wind over the top. On 
account of this, however, a vacuum 
could develop behind the screen, 
leading to a reversal of the wind 
direction. In case of a partly
permeable screen, this vacuum is 
filled up by the wind blowing through 
the screen, thereby reducing the wind 
force. A gradual transit between the 
completely open and the screened 
situation can be realised by varying 
the degree of permeability of the 
screen. 

The advisory report of SWOV dis
cusses the development of investiga 
tion methods for wind-caused distur 
bances, which can be applied to the 
most various situations, among other 
also dealing with further investiga
tions necessary for developing the 
partly-permeable screens. 
In case the screens come up to ex
pectations, they will provide a 
solution that can be used for many 
In practice often most complicated 
situations . 



Research methods and techniques 

In which way can resu ts be 
achieved more quickly In traffic
safety research? 
This was the central issue of an 
international seminar preced'ng 
the National Traffic Safety Congress. 
This seminar was organised by 
SWOV in Amsterdam under ausp~es 
of OECD, the Organisation of 
Economic Co-operation and Develop
ment. The seminar discussed short 
term evaluation of safety measures, 
related to a certain area, e.g. a 
region, part of a town, a vill:ige. This 
successful seminar was attended by 
about 80 researchers and pOlky 
makers from many countries. 

An Important conclusion arrived at 
was that research has to g· ... e more 
support to policies . Among other 
things, this means that in provldi Il;;I 
investigation results for po'tt;y de
cisions, the data have to presented in 
a form permitting to make optimum 
use of the presented informations . 
The traditional way followed in 
scientific investigations (the testing of 
hypotheses or assumptions) is less 
suitable for this purpose. Investiga 
tors often do not take into account 
that poliCY makers have to make 
choices , Research has to give for 
every proposed alternative an 
assessment of the results of practical 
application and indicate the reliability 

of the given assessment. In this 
manner it can be prevented that 
policy people will not make use of 
measures, which could be prove 
valuable. 
Policy-making authorities wish to get 
the results of evaluation research in 
a short time, while scientists have 
their doubts about this requirement. 
According to them, tl'me is necessary 
for achieving reliable results. How
ever, quick results are favourablle for 
the scientists as well , Long-term 
evaluation involves the risk that 
certain factors will change during the 
investigation period, so that observed 
changes cannot anymore be 
attributed exclusively to a certain 
measure, which has been decided 
upon. Furthermore , it is important to 
recognise the effects of measures as 
fast as possible, mainly if there are 
still some doubts about them . h such 
cases suitable adjustments can be 
effected for better results. 
Thus, according to a recommendation 
of the seminar, a short-term investi 
gation can be very effective, but I" 
cannot replace the bng-term investi 
gation. However, they can comp Ie 
ment each other, A problem sti' 
remains'. in which way can short-term 
Investigations YI'eld more reliab le 
conclusions , 
According to the seminar dis 
cussions' aCCident analyses are often 

carried out without sufficient know 
ledge concerning previous and fol
lowing situations, Such gaps in know 
ledge make the correct interpretation 
of investigation results rather difficult , 
For this reason in reports on investi
gations due information should be 
given about the scope and conditions 
of the investigafon in question, In this 
way it would be pOSSible that investi
gation results are used by third 
parties or in comb'nation with other 
investigations, The seminar recom 
mendations indicate the informations , 
wh"lch are necessary to achieve this 
purpose, 

Other research techniques 

There may be circumstances , under 
which evaluation research, based on 
accident data, is only pOSSible if such 
data have been collected during a 
period of several years . Shoul ~ for 
some reason such long I'nvestigation 
period be unacceptable , other in
vestigation techniques have to be 
applied, e.g , the analysis of near 
accidents (near-misses) : the confliCt 
observation technique (see next page) , 
However, much information has still to 
be gathered about the correct appli
cation of this method . 
In evaluating the effects of measures 
not only the possible de Crease I'n the 
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number of accidents or the chance of 
accidents has to be taken Into 
account: it is also important to reveal 
the causes why some measures are 
successful or not .It has to be found 
out, whether traffic changed under 
the effect of a certain measure. In 
this way it can be disclosed whether 
a measure, destined to promote 
traffic safety by influencing the traffic 
process, reached its goal or not. The 
jargon term for this procedure is 
'process evaluation', which often can 
take place within a short time. 
Process evaluation applies conflict 
and behaviour observations. With the 
aid of this process many interesting 
informations can be gained about the 
implementation of new measures. 

International aspects of conflict 
observation techniques 

Prior to the 0 EtD seminar (see pre 
ceding sect'on), SWOV organised at 
its premises in Leidschendam the 
third International Wo rkshop of the 
International Committee on Traffic 
Conflicts Techniques (ICTCT). This 
committee deals with the develop -
ment of the analysis technique of 
traffic confFt:ts. This technique 
analyses near -acc oe Its or conflicts 
and is thought to be mainly useful In 
situations, whe;~ accident analyses 
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do not provide sufficient information; 
where a quick evaluation of traffic 
measures is required or where a 
process evaluation of measures 
seems to be desirable. In spite of the 
expectations one has about this tech
nique, it still displays practical prob
lems. There are differences in the 
definition of conflicts; in data 
collecting techniques, and the like. 
Moreover, the manner in which the 
relationship between conflicts and 
accidents could be correctly quanti
fied, is not yet cleared up either. 
The most important task of the work
shop was the preparation of an inter
national calibration (= companson) 
study, aimed at establishing in 
practice the similarities of and the 
differences between conflict 
techniques applied in various 
countries. The study was carried out 
in MalmO (Sweden), in the summer of 
1983. SWOV had a considerable 
share in preparing the study and wi I 
analyse the study results . 
One of the most signift:ant objects of 
the study was the establishment of a 
technique foir Iarge-sca e app I~ation 
in practical situatlons . 

Possibilities and impossibi 'ties 
of recorded data 

Recorded data concerning accidents, 
traffic and infrastructure, are indis
pensable for traffic-safety research. 
Without such data accident analyses 
(on which measures have to be 
based) are impossible. Unfortunately, 
however, these data are much too 
often incomplete or they cannot be 
processed for some reason. Some
times they become available only too 
late nor not at all. Since its very 
foundation, SWOV tried to provide 
means for reinforcing this weak link 
in the chain of traffic-safety research . 
In 1982 some interesting trends In 
this field could be observed. 

How to detect black spots, even with 
few accident data? 

'Black spot' is the jargon term for 
a place 'In a traffic system with a rela 
tive�y high chance of acc ilients. Many 
road control nng authorities 'h the 
Netherlands regard it their main task 
to get rid of black spots. The relative 
chance of an accident in various 
locations ca n be estab nshed by 
counting the accidents In a g'lVen 
location in a g'lVen period of time 
and by relating this number to the 
tratf'lc intensity of the loca tion . 



In many locations, mainly in residen
tial areas, the number of recorded 
accidents is much too low for a 
correct forecasting of the accident 
chance. 
It would be highly irresponsible to set 
up priorities for the traffic-safety 
policy on such a weak basis. When 
this method is used in detecting, the 
next step should be to reveal the 
causes of the assumed accidents in 
a given location. From a small 
number of accidents not much in
formation can be obtained by statis 
t�ca� analysis. In such cases the in
vestigator has to turn to qualitative 
analysis, on the basis of general 
theories on the occurrence of 
accidents. 
Within the framework of an extended 
inveshgation in the province Noord 
Brabant SWOV tried to establish an 
alternative statistical method, in
volving the comparison of all inves 
tigated locations. The central 
problem was: what is the common 
feature of accident-prone locations 
and in what respect do they differ 
from locations, with less accidents? 
In order to find the answer, the 
accident figures had to be related to 
the corresponding road and traffic 
characteristics of the concerned 
locahons. However, the conventional 
analysis techniques were not suitable 
for this purpose . More recently, these 
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techniques were amplified by the 
Data Theory Department of the 
Leyden State University and further 
developed in co-operation with 
SWOV. 
The improved alternative method 
gives a description of safety in rela
tion to a combination of road and 
traffic characteristics, while also 
permitting a more reliable classifica
tion of locations, according to the 
chance of accidents. At present, the 
locations are not classified on the 
basis of the number of accidents 
which occurred there, but in accor
dance with certain road and traffic 
characteristics of the locations, 
characteristics, which in the first 
phase of the analysis will explain the 
differences between locations with 
high and those with low numbers of 
accidents. This modification is a 
valuable aid in determining priorities. 
The indicated method has been 
applied to the aforementioned investi 
gation in Noord Brabant, describing 
the relationship between accident, 
road and traffic characteristics . 
Within the framework of this investi
gation has been carried out with the 
purpose of establishing relat"lOnships 
between the number of accidents 
within a given road sector (e.g . 
a sector of 200 m) and the road and 
traffic characteristics of the sector In 
question. 
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According to a preliminary investiga
tion it seemed expedient to div·tie 
road sector into categories (two- ane 
roads, single-lane roads, roads 
destined to and marked as slow 
traffic roads and roads for mixed 
traffic). It was also found reasonable 
to investigate not only the general as 
pects of accidents, but also aspects 
of special types of accidents, lke 
frontal collisions and collisions from 
the rear, lateral collisions, single
vehicle accidents and those of 
accidents occurring in the dark and 
twilight, in rain, and the like. 

Quick presentation of accide'rt data 

~ is highly important that trends in 
traffic sa fety are closely followed. On 
the bas·ls of figures issued by the 
Central Bureau of Statistics i n the 
Netherlands CBS, preliminary ana
lyses of accident data are pub lshed 
quarterly by SWOV. 
In v·lew of the huge amount of work 
involved in these regular publ"cations, 
methods had been sought to produce 
them °automatica lIy" . In addition the 
data presentation should indicate 
whether the estabhshed differences 
are really worthwhile to be noted · 
SWOV developed a method fa r this 
purpose, resulting in a novel presen 
tation of the quarterty prelim hary 

acc lcte nt figu ~s . Such presentation 
contaIns two compar"sons: one with 
figures relating to the same quarter 
of the preceding year and one re
latIng to the same quarters of four 
preced·hg years. This latter 
comparison indicates whether a trend 
continues or whether It discontinues . 
These trends can have a declining, 
a constant or a riSing character, 
however, in any case with a linear 
course. Thus, a more or less straight 
line can be assumed. According to 
the line most closely related to 
previous measuring points, the trend 
is transduced by the computer to the 
last quarter, thereby indicating the 
expected figure. This figure then is 
compared to the actual one, the dif
ference being evaluated on the basis 
of the computer programme as to 
significance and relevance. No ex -
pectatlons are calculated on the 
basis of non ~inear trends . 


